Vandal Proof IP Starlight Camera
NVIP-2DN3134V/IR-1P

FUNCTIONS

- Resolution: 2 MPX
- D/N function - IR cut filter
- Lens: varifocal, f=2.8 ~ 12 mm/F1.4
- Min. Illumination from 0.009 lx (0 lx, IR on)
- IR LED, range up to 30 m

COMPATIBILITY

- ONVIF Compatible

KEY FEATURES

- 1920 (H) x 1080 (V) effective pixels
- 0.009 lx/F1.4 - color mode, 0 lx (IR on) - B/W mode
- Auto: 1/25 s ~ 1/100000 s electronic shutter
- Yes, enables seamless switching between day and night modes
- Yes, adjusts image brightness automatically
- Yes, reduces noise in the image
- Yes, enhances image clarity
- Yes, improves clarity in bright conditions
- Yes, compensates for backlight
- Yes, provides future-proofing for firmware updates
- Yes, supports privacy zones for secure surveillance
- Yes, monitors movement within the camera's field of view
- Yes, allows for customizable regions of interest
- 180˚ image rotation, sharpening, mirror effect
- Email with attachment, saving file on FTP server
- 9 Mb/s in total
- TCP/IP, UDP, FTP, DHCP, DDNS, NTP, RTSP, UPnP, PPPoE, SMTP
- Profile S (ONVIF 2.3)
- Languages: Polish, English, Russian, and others
- Max. 4 simultaneous connections
- 1 x Ethernet - RJ-45 interface, 10/100 Mbit/s
- Yes, supports various network protocols
- Yes, allows for remote control via browsers
- Yes, supports privacy zones
- Yes, monitors movement
- Yes, allows for customizable regions of interest
- Yes, supports image manipulation
- Email with attachment, saving file on FTP server

DIMENSIONS

- 130 mm (Ø)
- 108 x 80 x 130 mm
- 3 W,
- 5.5 W (IR on)
- -30°C ~ 50°C
- IP 66 (details in the user’s manual)
- IK10 impact rating aluminium, white
- PoE, 12 VDC